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Abstract

The purpose of this experiment was to determine which antiseptic substance could

deplete bacteria found in a sink most efficiently. My question intended for this project

was, What plant or medication can reduce the most bacteria in a petri dish? My

hypothesis for this experiment was, If medication is added to a petri dish with bacteria,

then it would decrease more bacteria than if plants were added. The procedure of this

experiment was to grow bacteria for seven days, count the number of bacteria, add the

antiseptics, wait 2 days and count the number again, and record the results. The results of

my experiment were that Azithromycin and Cephalexin decreased the most bacteria. My

hypothesis was therefore correct.
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Introduction

Purpose: The purpose of this experiment was to determine which antiseptic substance

could deplete bacteria found in a sink most efficiently.

Problem

Which plant or medication can reduce the most bacteria in a petri dish?

Background Research

Did you know that salmonella, E.coli, shigella, and hepatitis can be found in your

kitchen? Many plants and antibiotics can treat these illnesses. This topic is important

because it will show what antibacterial properties are in various plants and medications.

This experiment can also help someone who is not in a good financial place to afford

medications but can use the natural resources around them. This experiment can bring

light on how medications are successful in depleting bacteria. Even though numerous

amounts of experiments have been tested on this matter it is still unclear whether plants

have a considerable outcome than medications. Some plants that have antibacterial

properties include ginger and aloe. These plants can be found in a variety of locations

around the world at a cheap price. Some medications that include antibacterial properties

include Azithromycin and Cephalexin. Plants and medications have a collection of

anti-microbial components that can potentially work against diseases.

Both ginger and aloe have a diverse set of antiseptic qualities. Ginger shows
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biological activities that are due to paradol, gingerols, zingerone, and shogaols. Statistics

have shown that 10 percent of ethanolic ginger extract contains antimicrobial properties

that can potentially combat pathogens. Ginger contains phenolic compounds, ketones,

monoterpenoids, aldehydes, esters, and numerous others that provide a broad set of

antimicrobials against illnesses and it is an alternative to synthetic treatments. In different

studies, it has been shown to have germicidal activity against Bacillus subtilis, E.coli,

and Salmonella typhi. Aloe also known as Aloe Barbedensis Miller has antiviral,

antibacterial, and antifungal characteristics. Aloe has been shown to be attributed to a

plant’s natural anthraquinones. It has been shown to be a bacteriostatic towards

Salmonella paratyphi and Streptococcus pyogenes. It has a potential cure for cancer and

AIDS in recent studies over the years.

The antibiotics cephalexin and azithromycin have been shown to treat Salmonella

and E.coli. Azithromycin has been used to treat bacterial infections, including

pneumonia, bronchitis, sexually transmitted diseases, and infections of the nose, throat,

lungs, and reproductive organs. Azithromycin has been used to treat invasive salmonella

diseases. It is an alternative for treating common pathogens such as diarrhoeagenic, and

E.coli. Cephalexin has been used to treat pneumonia, urinary tract, ear, nose,  and

respiratory tract infections. It has been shown to kill bacteria. Bacteria that are

susceptible to cephalexin include E.coli, Haemophilus influenza, and many others. A

study has shown that cephalexin failed to treat salmonella after 5 days for 76 percent of

the patients.

In conclusion, ginger, aloe, Cephalexin, and Azithromycin have been shown to be
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susceptible to bacteria that can be found in the kitchen. Ginger and aloe have many

antibacterial properties that can combat pathogens found in kitchens. Cephalexin has

been used to treat a diverse set of infections and illnesses such as influenza, Salmonella,

and E.coli. Azithromycin can treat bacterial infections and is an alternative to other

antiseptics. This experiment is important because it acquaints someone who is unsure

about the different properties and it has the possibility to help someone with financial

assistance. This test will show that there is a probability that you can use natural

resources around you instead of using antibiotics. I plan to swab the kitchen for bacteria

and test which plants or medications can decrease the number of bacteria in the petri dish

after 3 days.

Hypothesis

If medication is added to a petri dish with bacteria, then it would decrease more bacteria

than if plants were added.
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Methods

Subjects

What is being tested is the comparison of which plant or medication can decrease the
most bacteria in a petri dish in the same amount of time.

Variables

Independent: the different antibacterial substances used for each petri dish.

Dependent: the number of bacteria measured in the petri dish after the substances is

added.

Controlled: the same sizes of Petri dishes, the same testing swabs, the amount of

medication put into each dish, the amount of time for the bacteria to grow, and the

amount of time for the bacteria to deplete.

Materials

● 25 Petri dishes

● 2 bottles of agar

● 1 bottle of Ginger extract

● Aloe plant leaf

● Testing swabs

● 1 bottle of cephalexin

● 1 bottle of azithromycin

● A grinder

● 1 sharpie

● 1/4 teaspoon
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● 1 box

● 1 notebook

● Juicer

Procedures

1. Using a Clorox wipe, wipe down a surface and then place your 25 Petri dishes

open on that surface.

2. Microwave your bottle of agar for one-minute intervals until melted completely.

Then add enough agar to cover the bottom of all 25 Petri dishes. Leave them for

one hour until it has solidified.

3. After one hour, take a testing swab and swab the kitchen sink. Then, swab lightly

on one of the Petri dishes. Repeat this step 24 more times. Then close all the Petri

dishes.

4. Divide all 25 Petri dishes into 5 groups of 5. Then label, aloe on five, ginger on

five, cephalexin on five, azithromycin on 5, and finally constant on five. Take one

group and label each dish 1-5 and repeat for the 4 other groups.

5. Next, put all 25 Petri dishes in a box making sure that none sits over each other.

After that, you will close the box and let the bacteria grow for seven days.

6. After seven days, start preparing the plants and medications to put into the Petri

dishes.

7. Grind up the cephalexin first making sure that you have 1 ¼ teaspoon. Set that

aside. Next, make sure you wash the grinder to avoid contamination of
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medications. Then, grind up the azithromycin making sure you have 1 ¼

teaspoon, then set that aside.

8. Cut pieces of ginger and then juice them making 1 ¼ teaspoon. Set that aside.

9. Cut your aloe leaf in half and use a spoon to get 1 1/4 teaspoons out. You would

then set that aside.

10. Open the box and take out the Petri dishes. Have your notebook aside in order to

collect data.

11. Take one of the Petri dishes and using your sharpie divide it into four sections.

Using the plate method, count the number of bacteria in the quarter. To keep

track, place a dot over each bacteria using your sharpie. After you have counted

the quarter, multiply it by four in order to find the amount in the whole dish. Write

this result in your notebook with the unit CFU/mL. Repeat this step 24 more

times.

12. After all the dishes have been counted, put them back into their groups and start

adding the plants or medications into each group. Starting with the aloe, put ¼

teaspoon into each of the five Petri dishes. Making sure that the majority of the

was covered. After this, was the ¼ teaspoon to avoid contamination. Repeat this

step with the 3 other groups and their corresponding antibacterial substance.

13. Place all 25 Petri dishes back into the box and wait two days to see the results.

14. After two days, take out all of the Petri dishes. Using the first dish, turn it upside

down and use the plate method again to count the number of bacteria in the dish.

Make sure to write the result next to the previous result you got before. Repeat

these steps for the rest of the dishes.
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Results

Table(s)
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Graph(s)
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Analysis

From the results, azithromycin was shown to decrease the most bacteria. It started

with an average of 390 CFU/mL and decreased to an average of 160 CFU/mL. That is a

58.97% decrease. After that was Cephalexin which started with 211 colonies and

decreased to 157 colonies after two days. This led to a percent of 25.59% decrease. The

next was Aloe with a starting average of 364 colonies and ended with 292. This led to an

average of 19.78%. Ginger was the last one with an average of 227 colonies with a

decrease to 207. This was an 8.81% decrease. For the control group, there was 434

CFU/mL on day 7, and on day 9 there was an average of 1,303 colonies. This is a 200%

increase. My hypothesis was partially correct. I stated that the medications would

decrease the most bacteria however, this result was only shown in the Azithromycin

medication.
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Discussion

Conclusion

The results of this experiment were very interesting. Azithromycin was able to

decrease the most bacteria while Cephalexin decreased 2nd. Aloe was next and ginger

decreased the least. I initially thought that Azithromycin and Cephalexin would deplete

the most bacteria and my hypothesis was correct. The results turned out the way they did

because I allowed the bacteria to grow for seven days, measured the bacteria number

before adding the antibacterial substances, and waited two days after to see how much the

bacterial number decreased. Another reason, why this experiment turned out to be

successful was that I placed all of the Petri dishes in a box in order for the bacteria to

have a maximum amount of growth in a warm and dark environment. Finally, this

experiment was prosperous by using the plate method. By dividing each of the Petri

dishes into fourths, counting 1/4, and multiplying it by four. It gave the most approximate

result of the number of colonies in a Petri dish before and after the bacteriostatics were

added.
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Application

This project relates to real-world situations because doctors study which

medications can benefit people the most. They also study which medications can make

the most difference in a person’s health in the same amount of time as other medications.

This project shows how some medications interact with the same bacteria. Finally, this

experiment shows how herbal medicines can deplete bacteria efficiently as other

alternatives.

Recommendations

If I were to do this project again, I would improve it by adding more independent

variables to the experiment. I would want to test a wider range of products and different

surfaces. I could extend this research by finding which types of bacteria were located in

the sink and on different surfaces. I could also test which medication would specifically

target the bacteria located on that specific surface. Something I would do differently in

this project would be to test which surface has the most bacteria before starting the

experiment. Finally, I would calculate the average of each trial before creating the graphs.
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